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ABSTRACT

In three experiments on joint probability estimation, gist representations were manipu-
lated with analogies, and the suboptimal strategy of ignoring relevant denominators was
counteracted with training in using 2� 2 tables to clarify joint probability estimates.
The estimated probabilities of two events, as well as their conjunctive and disjunctive
probabilities, were assessed against two benchmarks, logical fallacies and semantic
coherence—a constellation of estimates consistent with the relationship among sets.
Fuzzy-trace theory (FTT) predicts that analogies will increase semantic coherence, and
a table intervention affecting denominator neglect will both increase semantic coher-
ence and reduce fallacies. In all three experiments, analogies increased semantic
coherence. In both experiments training participants to use 2� 2 tables, such tables
reduced fallacies and increased semantic coherence. As the relations among sets in the
problem materials progressed in cognitive complexity from identical sets, mutually
exclusive sets, and subsets to overlapping sets, fallacies generally increased, and
semantic coherence generally decreased. These findings indicate that denominator
neglect is pervasive, but that it can be remedied with a straightforward intervention that
clarifies relations among sets. Further, intuitive gist-based probability estimation can be
improved through the use of simple analogies. Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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Logical fallacies and biased reasoning have been consistently found in the study of probability judgments

(e.g., Gilovich, Griffin, & Kahneman, 2002), although recent commentators have stressed that ‘‘the glass is

half full’’ with respect to reasoning competence (McKenzie & Nelson, 2003). Nevertheless, fallacies of

conjunction and disjunction in probability judgments have occupied researchers since Tversky and

Kahneman’s (Tversky & Kahneman, 1983) influential paper. A conjunction fallacy is committed when a

conjunction of events (A and B) is judged to be more probable than one of its constituents (e.g., A). A

disjunction fallacy occurs when a disjunction of events (A or B) is judged to be less probable than any of its
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constituents (Young, Nussbaum, & Monin, 2007; see also Bar-Hillel & Neter, 1993, 2002). Although there is

controversy about the interpretation of such effects, there is a growing consensus that research is needed that

explores the nature of processing in judgments of conjunctive and disjunctive probability (e.g., Barbey &

Sloman, 2007; Gigerenzer & Regier, 1996).

Hammond (2000) distinguishes between correspondence and coherency as measures of judgment.

Correspondence is satisfied when a person’s judgments achieve empirical accuracy, and coherence is satisfied

when a person’s judgments achieve logical or mathematical or statistical consistency (Hammond, 2000,

p. 53). Benchmarks for probability judgments employing a correspondence ‘‘yardstick’’ include accuracy

(Yates, Lee, Shinotsuka, Patalano, & Sieck, 1998) and calibration, (Keren, 1991). Coherence benchmarks

include measures of logical fallacies that are patterns of responses that are internally inconsistent with respect

to the axioms of probability theory. The research reported here applies a new coherence metric, ‘‘semantic

coherence,’’ which is a higher standard describing whether a constellation of probability judgments is

consistent with the relationship among sets in the problem statement. For any two sets or classes of objects

where the relationship between the two is stipulated, there are four possible relationships: identical sets,

where all A are B and all B are A; mutually exclusive sets, where sets A and B have no members in common;

subsets, where all members of set A belong to B but B also has members that do not belong to A; and

overlapping sets, where some A are B and some B are A, but also some A are not B and some B are not A. A

constellation of joint probability estimates can be said to be semantically coherent when the quantitative

relationship among estimates of P(A), P(B), P(A and B), and P(A or B) is consistent with the stipulated

relationship among sets (e.g., one set is a subset of the other set).

In the experiments reported here, participants received joint probability estimation problems, such as the

Linda problem (Tversky and Kahneman, 1983), but the relationship among the relevant sets is one of

identical sets, mutually exclusive sets, subsets, or overlapping sets. The task of asking people to estimate the

probability of two events and their conjunctive and disjunctive probabilities allows us to consider the patterns

of probability estimates that map onto two coherency benchmarks, logical fallacy and semantic coherence.

Semantic coherence assesses whether a given pattern of results is appropriately constrained by the

relationship between sets depicted in the problem statement.

For example, consider a problem of butterfly identification where the goal is to determine whether a

butterfly is a Monarch, a Viceroy, or something else. Assume that P(Monarch) is the probability that a

butterfly is a Monarch; similarly, P(Viceroy) is the probability that the butterfly is a Viceroy (Monarch and

Viceroy are mutually exclusive sets). If someone estimated P(Monarch)¼ .3; P(Viceroy)¼ .3; and

P(Monarch and Viceroy)¼ .4, then he or she would demonstrate a conjunction fallacy because the probability

of Monarch and Viceroy cannot exceed the probability of Viceroy alone. If someone estimated

P(Monarch)¼ .3; P(Viceroy)¼ .3; P(Monarch and Viceroy)¼ .3 and P(Monarch or Viceroy)¼ .3 then he or

she has not committed a logical fallacy. However, this pattern is not semantically coherent with respect to the

problem materials because Monarchs and Viceroys are mutually exclusive and thus P(Monarch and Viceroy)

should be 0. Now consider the pattern of responding P(Monarch)¼ .3, P(Viceroy)¼ .2, P(Monarch and

Viceroy)¼ 0, and P(Monarch or Viceroy)¼ .5. This pattern is not fallacious and is consistent with the

semantic description of mutually exclusive sets. The issue is not the quality of any particular estimate (e.g.,

the probability of it being a Viceroy is .2); rather, it is the internal consistency of the whole set of responses.

Consider another example that involves subsets. For the problem of estimating the probability that Stuffy

is a bird, a penguin, or something else, the pattern of responding P(Penguin)¼ .6, P(Bird)¼ .7, P(Penguin and

Bird)¼ .6, P(Penguin or Bird)¼ .7 is consistent with the semantic description of subsets, that penguins is a

subset of the set of birds. A semantically coherent constellation of response, by definition, commits no logical

fallacies of conjunction or disjunction. However, to be considered fully semantically coherent a pattern of

response must match what is understood about the problem domain. Thus, the pattern of responding given

above, P(A)¼ .3, P(B)¼ .2, P(A and B)¼ 0, P(A or B)¼ .5 is semantically coherent for problems where the

meaning of the problems describes mutually exclusive sets, but this same (equally non-fallacious) pattern of
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responses would not be semantically coherent with a problem describing subsets because the conjunctive

probability must equal the probability of the subset and the disjunctive probability must equal the probability

of the larger, more inclusive set (see Appendix A for the technical details of semantic coherence).

A benefit of this analysis is that any constellation of estimates of P(A), P(B), P(A and B), and P(A or B) can

be categorized into one of the six discrete categories. Each group of these estimates is either (a) logically

fallacious; or consistent with (b) identical sets; (c) mutually exclusive sets, (d) subsets, (e) overlapping sets;

or (f) inconsistent overlapping sets (where the implied marginal totals of P(A) and P(not A) do not sum to 1.0,

see Appendix A). In these experiments, we assessed the frequency with which patterns of estimates were

semantically coherent and fallacious under various experimental conditions.

This research was theoretically motivated by FTT, a theory of memory and cognition with broad

ramifications for the study of judgment and decision-making, and over a decade of strong empirical support

(Brainerd & Reyna, 1990; Reyna, 1991, 2004; Reyna & Brainerd, 1991, 1992, 1995; Reyna, Lloyd, &

Brainerd, 2003). A central component of FTT is gist extraction. The basic claim is that global gist-like

patterns are encoded along with more precise verbatim information. The result is multifaceted fuzzy-to-

verbatim representations of information. Individual knowledge items are represented along a continuum such

that vague, fuzzy-traces coexist with verbatim representations. A critical component of the theory is that

people exhibit a strong preference to reason with the vaguest, most gist-like representations allowable for a

given task. FTT is generally considered a dual-processes approach (Barbey & Sloman, 2007; Reyna, 2004)

although technically multiple representations coexist on a fuzzy-to-verbatim continuum (and key predictions

differ from those of standard dual-process theories; e.g., Reyna & Brainerd, 2008).

FTT1 holds that people combine world knowledge with naı̈ve probability theory to make joint probability

judgments (e.g., Reyna & Adam, 2003). Problematic performance with joint probability estimation may be

explained by subjects’ tendency to ignore normatively relevant denominators. (The tendency to ignore

denominators occurs as result of confusion about relations among sets or classes; see Reyna & Brainerd,

2008.) As Reyna and Brainerd (1993, p. 28) note, people ‘‘often base probability judgments on comparisons

between numerators, and, thereby, avoid having to keep track of the relationship between those numerators

and the denominators in which they are included.’’ Denominator neglect consists of behaving as if one is

ignoring the marginal totals (denominators) in a 2� 2 table. For P(B and A) both P(A) and P(B) are relevant

denominators. Ignoring either marginal total (denominator), P(A) or P(B) in estimating P(A and B) often

leads to logical fallacies. Denominator neglect explains a host of familiar fallacies and biases such as

conversion errors in conditional probability judgments i.e., confusing the probability of A given B with the

probability of B given A (e.g., Reyna, 2004; Reyna, Lloyd, & Brainerd, 2003; Reyna, Lloyd, & Whalen,

2001; Wolfe, 1995). The typical order of estimated probabilities in the classic Linda problem (in which Linda

is portrayed as a feminist, Tversky and Kahneman, 1983) is P(feminist)> P(feminist bank teller)> P(bank

teller). P(feminist bank teller) is estimated fallaciously as greater than P(bank teller) because the normatively

relevant denominator ‘‘bank tellers’’ is ignored. Attention is drawn to the numerator, the ‘‘feminists’’ who

are bank tellers, ignoring the larger class of bank tellers that includes feminists plus non-feminists

(the appropriate denominator).

In these experiments, to improve gist-based (semantic) reasoning, participants sometimes received an

analogy that highlighted the relation between classes. For example, in the case of subsets, the analogy

was ‘‘consider that the relationship between penguins and birds is like the relationship between roses

and flowers.’’ FTT suggests that this intervention would be expected to improve gist-based performance
1Fuzzy trace theory suggests that three elements induce what have been called class-inclusion illusions, each of which has been supported
by experimental evidence (Brainerd & Reyna, 1990; Reyna, 1991; Reyna & Mills, 2007): (a) nested classes of events (e.g., the class of
feminists and the class of bank tellers) that produces processing interference; (b) a salient gist or meaning that compels intuition (e.g., the
stereotype elicited by the description of Linda); and (c) the failure to inhibit the pre-potent intuitive response (for a detailed overview, see
Reyna & Brainerd, 2008).
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(i.e., semantic coherence) by appropriately constraining joint probability estimates. For example, once it

becomes clear that A and B are mutually exclusive sets then P(A and B) must be 0, and once it becomes clear

that penguins is a subset of birds then P(penguin) must be equal to P(penguin and bird). However, analogies

may not eliminate logical fallacies because they do not address denominator neglect directly. In some

experiments, subjects were given a brief tutorial on the use of the 2� 2 table to make joint probability

estimates (i.e., to separate sets or classes from one another, reducing confusion). If the FTT principle of

denominator neglect is correct, teaching the use of the 2� 2 table ought to significantly reduce reasoning

fallacies because participants will be less likely to ignore relevant denominators that are represented as the

marginal totals in a 2� 2 table. It is not necessary for participants to represent probabilities in a frequency

format (expressing probabilities as non-normalized counts). Rather, a simple lesson in the use of the 2� 2

table is predicted to reduce fallacies and increase semantic coherence simply by reducing denominator

neglect.

Considering different problem materials, for identical sets, we predict that there will be relatively few

fallacies and relatively high semantic coherence, because only one parameter has to be estimated (df¼ 1, see

Appendix A). Appropriate analogies to the identical set relationship (e.g., the relationship between water

and H2O) can increase semantic coherence. For mutually exclusive sets, we predict that there will be

relatively few fallacies and relatively high semantic coherence because the conjunctive relationship implied

by the representation is zero. Analogies (e.g., apples–oranges) can help increase semantic coherence,

according to theory, when they focus attention on set relations. There are predicted to be fewer logical

fallacies because P(A AND B)¼ 0 is implied. For subsets, we predict there will be relatively more fallacies

and little semantic coherence. Two degrees of freedom and partially nested relationships among classes make

these problems difficult. However, they can be simplified by ignoring the partially nested relationships, as

when P(penguin) is treated the same as P(bird), ignoring the possibility that a particular example (say, a

description of Stuffy) could be another kind of bird other than a penguin. Thus, we predict that subsets will

produce a low degree of semantic coherence that can be improved by analogies (e.g., roses–flowers). For

overlapping sets, we predict there will be the most fallacies. Three degrees of freedom and nested

relationships among classes make these especially difficult problems, for which analogies (e.g., left handed-

baseball fan) should be helpful in increasing semantic coherence.

In sum, the predicted order of difficulty is identical sets, mutually exclusive sets, subsets, and overlapping

sets for both logical fallacies and semantic coherence. We predict that pedagogic analogies that describe

appropriate set relationships and the 2� 2 table will increase semantic coherence. Finally, we predict

that teaching the use of a 2� 2 table will reduce logical fallacies. Analogies are predicted to improve

performance by appropriately constraining gist-based estimation and the 2� 2 table is predicted to improve

the performance by reducing the suboptimal simplification strategy of neglecting relevant denominators.

These predictions are tested in three experiments. The first experiment introduces the use of pedagogic

analogies. Experiment 2 adds the 2� 2 table manipulation to the analogy manipulation, and Experiment 3

examines the same two factors with more thorough Web-based tutorials and a broader, more diverse sample.
EXPERIMENT 1: ANALOGY INTERVENTION

The first experiment asked participants to make four estimates—P(A), P(B), P(A and B), and P(A or B)—for

each of the eight problems. There were two problems depicting each of the four relationships among sets:

identical sets, mutually exclusive sets, subsets, and overlapping sets. Following the fuzzy-trace theory (FTT)

principle of denominator neglect, it was predicted that the overlapping set problems would yield the most

fallacies. FTT also leads to the prediction that presenting a one-sentence pedagogic analogy will improve

performance.
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Method
Participants were 62 undergraduate students in a state university in the southwest who participated as part of a

course requirement. The tasks were administered in a large group setting. Four kinds of problems were

developed corresponding to the four possible relationships between two sets: identical sets (e.g., creek—

stream), mutually exclusive sets (e.g., horse—zebra), subsets (e.g., penguin—bird), and overlapping sets

(e.g., accountant—musician). Two problems of each type were selected from a larger set of problems after

pilot test Ss endorsed the appropriate relationship between sets. In this and subsequent experiments, there

were no main effects for problem replication within relationship type (i.e., subsets) no two-way interactions,

and no consistent pattern of three-way interaction. Thus analyses were collapsed across problem replication

within problem relationship type. Each participant received eight problems given in random order.

Two analogies were created for each problem type, and matched with a different problem to

counterbalance the effectiveness of particular analogies. For example, the subset analogies ‘‘roses—flowers’’

and ‘‘Arizona—USA’’ were used with prosecutor—lawyer and penguin—bird. The analogies were designed

to illustrate the same relationship among sets as the target problems. In some cases the relationship was more

obvious in the analogy than in the target. Participants read a brief description of a problem, and were asked to

estimate P(A), P(B), P(A and B), and P(A or B). In the analogy condition, analogies were given before each

statement, and in the control conditions there were no analogies. Appendix B presents an example of a subset

problem with an analogy.

In addition to the two analogy groups there were two control groups. To control for directing attention to

the relationship between sets, a ‘‘consider’’ control group read a statement that consisted of the first clause of

the analogies (except for the word ‘‘that’’). For example: ‘‘consider the relationship between penguins and

birds.’’ Another control group received no intervening text. In no cases were there significant differences

between the two analogies or the two control groups. Thus analyses were conducted on two conditions:

analogy and control.

Estimates were scrutinized for one of six logical fallacies, three conjunctive and three disjunctive.

The three possible conjunctive fallacies are P(A and B)> P(A); P(A and B)> P(B) and P(A and

B)< P(A)þ P(B)—1.0. The three possible disjunctive fallacies are P(A or B)< P(A); P(A or B)< P(B);

and P(A or B)> P(A)þ P(B). The data were analyzed with repeated measures ANOVAs including between

subject and within subject variables.
Results
Logical fallacies were measured with repeated measures ANOVA including one between-subject factor

(analogy or no-analogy control condition) and two within-subject factors, set relationship depicted in

problem materials (identical sets, mutually exclusive sets, subsets and overlapping sets) and replications (the

first or second problem of a particular problem type). Figure 1 depicts the proportion of estimates fitting each

pattern (logical fallacy, identical sets, mutually exclusive sets, subsets, overlapping sets, and inconsistent

overlapping sets) for each problem type in each condition (analogy and no-analogy control). Logical fallacies

are represented by the darkest segments. Other non-fallacious patterns of responding that are not coherent

with the problem description are also shown in Figure 1.

As can be seen in Figure 1, control group participants committed significantly more fallacies per problem

than those receiving the analogies, F(1,56)¼ 6.95, p< .01. Analogy group participants committed a mean of

.42 logical fallacies per problem (SD¼ .50) and control participants committed a mean of .61 (SD¼ .49)

fallacies. The effect for set relationship (problem type) was also significant, F(3,168)¼ 4.54, p¼ .004, with

participants committing more fallacies on problems depicting overlapping sets than other problems (see

Figure 1). Participants committed a mean of .47 (SD¼ .50) fallacies per problem on problems depicting

identical sets; a mean of .41 (SD¼ .49) fallacies per problem on problems depicting mutually exclusive sets;
Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Journal of Behavioral Decision Making, 23, 203–223 (2010)
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mutually exclusive sets, subsets, overlapping sets, and inconsistent overlapping sets by problem type and the presence or

absence of analogies
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a mean of .47 (SD¼ .50) fallacies on subsets problems; and on overlapping sets problems a mean of .63

(SD¼ .49) fallacies per problem. The interaction between analogy and set relationship was not significant.

Semantic coherence was measured with a comparable repeated measures ANOVA including a between-

subject factor (analogy or no-analogy control) and two within-subject factors, set relationship depicted in

problem materials (identical sets, mutually exclusive sets, subsets and overlapping sets) and replication.

Semantic coherence is represented in Figure 1 as a match between a participant’s pattern of estimates and the

relationship between sets described in the problem materials (identical sets matching with identical sets, etc.)

and each response was classified as either semantically coherent or not coherent. As predicted, participants in

the analogy group exhibited significantly higher semantic coherence than control subjects F(1,59)¼ 8.65,

p< .005. Mean semantic coherence per problem was .18 (SD¼ .40) in the analogy group and .07 (SD¼ .25)

in the control group. There was also a significant effect for set relationship F(3,177)¼ 4.79, p< .003.

Participants were most coherent on identical set problems (mean¼ .24, SD¼ .43), followed by mutually

exclusive sets (mean¼ .16, SD¼ .36), subset problems (mean¼ .09, SD¼ .29), and the least coherent on

overlapping sets (mean¼ .06, SD¼ .27). The interaction between the condition and problem type was not

significant, F(3,177)¼ 2.26, p¼ .083.
Discussion
Over eight problems, participants in the control conditions committed an average of over 4.9 fallacies.

Because participants themselves estimated all of the probabilities, this demonstrates that many failed to meet
Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Journal of Behavioral Decision Making, 23, 203–223 (2010)
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minimum standards of internal consistency in making estimates of joint probabilities. Problem type affected

fallacies and semantic coherence, suggesting that class-inclusion relationships play an important role in the

process of estimating probabilities. Reading a simple one-sentence analogy led to significant reductions in

fallacies by focusing participants’ gist representation of the problem space on appropriate set relations.

As predicted, semantic coherence was significantly improved by providing analogies. Analogies are

effective in improving performance, according to FTT, because people prefer to reason with a simplified gist

representation that captures the meaning of the problem, in this instance, an appropriately clarified set

relation (Wolfe, Reyna, & Brainerd, 2005). The efficacy of analogies as an intervention is consistent with the

assumption that reasoners can exhibit ‘‘degrees of rationality’’ because underlying competence in making

joint probability judgments is revealed when analogies are presented (analogies add no new substantive

knowledge; Reyna, Lloyd, & Brainerd, 2003). In this experiment, errors of representation were manipulated

through the use of simple pedagogic analogies. Errors of processing, and the interaction between

representation and processing, will be explored in the following experiments.
EXPERIMENT 2: ANALOGY AND 2T 2 TABLE INTERVENTION

Experiment 1 focused on the gist representation of the problem, and manipulated participants’

representations through the introduction of simple analogies. Experiment 2 added another manipulation

designed to improve the process of applying naı̈ve probability theory (Wolfe, 1993) by reducing denominator

neglect. Participants in the table group were given a diagram, along with a brief description of the use of the

2� 2 table. Appendix B presents a sample problem including the pedagogic 2� 2 table.

This experiment was guided by three predictions arising from FTT. First, we predict that problems

depicting overlapping sets will lead to more fallacies than other problems because increased nested

relationships among sets increases cognitive complexity, therefore often leading to denominator neglect. We

also predict that identical sets will have the fewest fallacies and the most semantic coherence because they are

the least cognitively complex. Second, we predict that pedagogic analogies will increase semantic coherence

by focusing attention on the relations among sets, thereby decreasing confusion about set memberships.

Finally, we predict that improving processing through teaching the use of the 2� 2 table will reduce

denominator neglect and thus increase semantic coherence and reduce fallacies.
Method
Participants were 123 undergraduate interdisciplinary social systems students at a state university in the

Midwest who participated as an educational experience. Five participants did not complete one problem and

their data were excluded for those particular set relations. The materials were administrated in a large group

setting using a pencil and paper format. Each participant received the same eight joint probability estimation

problems from Experiment 1, with slight modifications, with two problems each representing identical sets,

mutually exclusive sets, subsets, and overlapping sets.

Logical fallacies and semantic coherence were analyzed with comprehensive repeated measures ANOVAs

following a similar procedure to that of Experiment 1. Analogy and table were manipulated in a 2� 2

between-subject design. Half of the participants received a 2� 2 table with each problem and the other half

did not. Crossed with the presence or absence of the 2� 2 table, half of the participants received a simple

pedagogic analogy with each problem and the other half did not. There were also two within-subject

factors, set relationship depicted in problem materials (identical sets, mutually exclusive sets, subsets and

overlapping sets), and replication.
Copyright # 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Journal of Behavioral Decision Making, 23, 203–223 (2010)
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Results
Figure 2 depicts the proportion of estimates fitting each pattern (logical fallacy, identical sets, mutually

exclusive sets, subsets, overlapping sets, and inconsistent overlapping sets) for each problem type in each

condition (table and no table crossed with analogy and no analogy). Logical fallacies are represented by the

darkest segments. Other non-fallacious patterns of responding that are not coherent with the problem

description are also shown in Figure 2. Analyzing fallacies by condition, there was a significant main effect

for the 2� 2 table, F(1,107)¼ 21.99, p< .0001, with those in the 2� 2 table conditions committing

significantly fewer fallacies per problem than those who did not receive the table. Participants in the table

groups had a mean of .24 (SD¼ .43) fallacies per problem and the no-table groups had a mean of .44

(SD¼ .50) fallacies per problem. There was not a significant effect on fallacies for analogy, F< 1. The table

by analogy interaction was not significant, F(1,107)¼ 3.44, p¼ .066.
Figure 2. Experiment 2 proportion of probability estimate patterns consistent with logical fallacies, identical sets,
mutually exclusive sets, subsets, overlapping sets, and inconsistent overlapping sets by problem type and the presence or

absence of 2� 2 tables and analogies
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As predicted, there was a significant effect of problem type (problems depicting different relationships

between sets), F(3,321)¼ 10.84, p< .0001. On problems depicting identical sets, participants committed a

mean of .21 (SD¼ .41) fallacies per problem, compared to a mean of .38 (SD¼ .49) on problems depicting

mutually exclusive sets, .52 (SD¼ .48) fallacies on subsets problems, and .42 (SD¼ .50) fallacies per

problem on problems depicting overlapping sets.

There was a significant interaction between problem type and table, F(3,321)¼ 7.72, p< .0001. However,

none of the other interactions was significant. On problems depicting identical sets, participants who did not

receive the 2� 2 table committed a mean of .27 (SD¼ .45) fallacies per problem compared to a mean of .14

(SD¼ .35) for participants who received the 2� 2 table. On mutually exclusive set problems, participants

who did not receive the 2� 2 table committed a mean of .41 (SD¼ .49) fallacies per problem compared to a

mean of .36 (SD¼ .48) for participants who received the table. On problems depicting subsets, no-table

participants committed a mean of .46 (SD¼ .50) fallacies per problem compared with .25 (SD¼ .44) for

participants receiving the 2� 2 table. Finally, on problems depicting overlapping sets, participants without a

table committed a mean of .63 (SD¼ .49) fallacies per problem compared to .22 (SD¼ .42) for those

receiving the table. As can be seen in Figure 2, the 2� 2 table was generally effective in reducing fallacies

whereas the analogy intervention was not in this experiment.

Semantic coherence is represented in Figure 2 as a match between a participant’s pattern of estimates and

the relationship between sets described in the problem materials (identical sets matching with identical sets,

etc.). Considering semantic coherence, there was not a main effect for analogy or table, but the interaction was

significant with both the analogy and table producing significantly greater semantic coherence than that of

participants receiving no intervention. That is, no-table participants had a mean of .16 (SD¼ .37) semantically

coherent patterns per problem compared to a mean of .19 (SD¼ .40) for participants receiving the table,

F(1,105)¼ 1.30, p¼ .26. No-analogy participants had a mean of .15 (SD¼ .36) semantically coherent patterns

per problem compared to a mean of .20 (SD¼ .41) for analogy participants, F(1,105)¼ 2.17, p¼ .14.

However, the table by analogy interaction was significant, F(1,105)¼ 8.23, p< .005.

Participants who received the 2� 2 table without an analogy exhibited greater semantic coherence per

problem than the control group who did not receive an intervention of any kind (table or analogy), Fisher’s

LSD¼ .083, p< .007. Participants in the 2� 2 table-only group had a mean of .22 (SD¼ .40) semantically

coherent patterns per problem and the no-intervention (control) group had a semantic coherence mean of .10

(SD¼ .30). There was also a significant effect for analogy, LSD¼ .079, p< .002. Participants who received

the analogy without the table had a semantic coherence mean of .23 (SD¼ .42) compared to .10 (SD¼ .30) in

the no-analogy no-table (control) group. The combined analogy and table group just missed statistical

significance, LSD¼ .077, p¼ .056. However, the combined analogy and table group had a mean of .18

(SD¼ .38) semantically coherent patterns per problem, close to the .22 and .23 means of the table-only and

analogy-only groups, respectively. These results suggest that the table and analogy together improved

semantic coherence no more than either of them alone.

There was a significant effect of problem type, F(3,315)¼ 5.67, p< .0009. On problems depicting

identical sets, mean semantic coherence per problem was .17 (SD¼ .38) compared to a mean of .27

(SD¼ .44) on problems depicting mutually exclusive sets, .10 (SD¼ .30) on subsets problems, and for

problems depicting overlapping sets, mean semantic coherence was .18 (SD¼ .38). There was a significant

interaction between problem type and table, F(3,315)¼ 11.79, p< .0001. There was also a significant

interaction between problem type and analogy, F(3,315)¼ 4.66, p< .004 (the three way interaction was not

significant). Table 1 depicts mean semantic coherence by problem type in each condition, and these effects

can also be seen in Figure 2. It can be seen that on problems depicting identical sets, the analogy, but not the

table, increased semantic coherence. On problems depicting mutually exclusive sets, analogies sharply

increased semantic coherence and the 2� 2 table had no effect. Both the analogy and the table increased

semantic coherence on subset problems. Finally on problems using overlapping sets, the table sharply

increased semantic coherence and the analogy did not.
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Table 1. Mean semantic coherence by problem type and the presence or absence of 2� 2 tables and analogies (SD in
parentheses)

No table
no analogy

No table
analogy

Table no
analogy

Table
analogy

Identical sets .16 (.37) .33 (.48) .07 (.25) .11 (.32)
Mutually exclusive sets .20 (.40) .39 (.49) .20 (.40) .27 (.45)
subsets .02 (.13) .13 (.34) .13 (.34) .13 (.34)
Overlapping sets .04 (.19) .06 (.23) .49 (.51) .19 (.40)
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Discussion
As in Experiment 1, we found that logical fallacies were common. The semantic content of the problem with

respect to set relationships had a major influence on joint probability estimation. Without any intervention, on

problems depicting overlapping sets, the number of fallacies was considerable; there were fewer fallacies on

other problem types. There was a positive impact of simple training on the use of 2� 2 tables. This processing

intervention significantly reduced the number of fallacies on each problem type. Analogies did not

significantly reduce fallacies. Interestingly, on problems depicting overlapping sets, analogies increased the

number of responses fitting the pattern ‘‘inconsistent overlapping sets,’’ where the inferred marginal totals

of P(A) and P(not A) do not sum to 1.0 (see Figure 2, and refer to Appendix A for the technical details of

inconsistent overlapping sets). Thus analogies appear to affect the gist representation of these problems, but

not in ways that produce internally consistent patterns of estimates.

The analysis of semantic coherence shows that both analogies and 2� 2 tables improved performance

relative to participants who received no intervention. However, participants who received both the analogy

and the table performed no better than those who received either intervention alone. In this experiment, the

analogy and the table interventions were not particularly well integrated. Participants receiving analogies and

tables together had training in the use of a 2� 2 table before they started work, and may have found the

analogies confusing or distracting when they went to make their estimates. It may be that participants who

read a brief overview of the use of the 2� 2 table and then received tables with problems (e.g., Appendix B)

were confused by the analogies, undermining performance. The third experiment sought to compare the

effects of analogies and the use of the 2� 2 table through more elaborate and better-integrated interventions.

Thus in the third experiment, participants received more extensive Web-based training on both analogies and

the table.
EXPERIMENT 3: ANALOGY CROSSED WITH 2T 2 TABLE: WEB-BASED TUTORIAL WITH

MEANINGFUL AND NONSENSE MATERIALS

In Experiment 3, we sought a heterogeneous sample of participants by conducting the experiment on the

World Wide Web (Birnbaum, 2000). Experiment 3 extended the previous experiments in two important ways;

by expanding and integrating the tutorials, and by adding additional problems devoid of semantic content. To

facilitate changes in processing, the processing manipulation was supplemented by a brief Web-based tutorial

(Wolfe, 2001b) on the use of 2� 2 tables in making joint probability estimates (see Figure 3 below). We also

added a tutorial on the use of pedagogic analogies. In this experiment, the analogy and table interventions

were completely crossed in a 2� 2 design.

FTT predicts a ‘‘default strategy’’ of working with a simplified gist representation with one degree of

freedom by ignoring marginal denominators. This leads to the specific prediction that in the absence of

meaningful semantic information about the relationship among sets, participants will provide the same

estimate for P(A), P(B), P(A and B), and P(A or B). To determine whether participants employ this ‘‘default
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Figure 3. Part of the Web-based tutorial on the logic of the 2� 2 table
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strategy,’’ four new problems were added for which the semantic content relative to the relationship among

classes was not known. This was accomplished by the use of nonsense words in the story problems, for

example ‘‘the boy was learning to play Hong-Che an obscure and ancient game all but forgotten by his

people. After a good play, his grandfather complimented him for his skillful playing. What is the probability

that his grandfather complimented him for scoring a hong?’’
Method
In this Web-based experiment we employed the high hurdle technique (Reips, 2000) by front-loading the

experiment with demographic questions and training to encourage unmotivated subjects to quit before they

began the experiment by working on the experimental tasks. Two hundred sixteen (216) individuals visited

the description of the experiment on the informed consent page of the Web-based psychology laboratory site

and proceeded to pages requesting demographic information and presenting the probability estimation

problems. Six (6) self-reported their age as under 18 and were excluded because they were not of age to

provide informed consent, 69 participants dropped out after providing estimates for at least one problem but

before completing the experiment, and one individual attempted to participate twice and his or her second set

of responses was discarded, leaving a total of 140 participants. Considering those who completed at least one

problem, this translates to a dropout rate of about 33% which is the same dropout rate Musch and Reips

(2000) found in their brief history of Web experimenting (mean 34%, median 35%).

We looked for evidence of differences between those who completed the experiment and those who did not

in three ways. First, we examined the dropout rate by experimental condition. Approximately the same

number of participants assigned to the 2� 2 table conditions dropped out after making estimates on one or

more problems, 37, as those assigned to the no 2� 2 table conditions, 32, X2(2)< 1. Participants were also

randomly assigned to either an analogy or no analogy condition and there were no significant differences for

dropout, X2(2)< 1 among those who make estimates on one or more problem. However, there were

differences between the time when participants went to the informed consent page and when they started

working on experimental tasks. This left a total of 23 participants in the table, analogy condition, 24 in the

table, no analogy condition, 46 in the no table, analogy condition, and 47 in the no table, no analogy
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condition. We also compared those who quit before attempting any problems, those who dropped out after

starting, and those who completed the experiment on demographic information such as age, education, and

gender, and we found no significant differences. Finally, we compared performance on those problems

completed by the dropouts with those who finished the experiment, and there were no significant differences.

The experiment included both between-subject and within-subject manipulations. All participants

received 12 problems drawn from the previous experiments (or from additional pilot testing) with two

problems each embodying identical sets, mutually exclusive sets, subsets, and overlapping sets, and four

problems for which the relationship between sets is uncertain. Analogy and table were manipulated in a 2� 2

between-subject design. Half of the participants received a Web-based tutorial in the use of a 2� 2 table, and

a picture of a 2� 2 table with each problem (see Figure 3 for a brief sample) and the other half did not.

Crossed with the presence or absence of the 2� 2 table, half of the participants received an analogy overview

and a simple pedagogic analogy with each problem and the other half did not. The analogy overview included

the following explanation: ‘‘To help you think about the relationships among various probabilities, you will

receive an analogy such as ’Consider that the relationship between flowers and feathers is like the relationship

between dogs and cats’.’’

Problems were presented in two counterbalanced random orders. (See Wolfe & Reyna, 2002, for technical

details of the programming implementation of this kind of Web-based experiment.) Logical fallacies and

semantic coherence were analyzed with comprehensive repeated measures ANOVAs following the same

procedure as Experiments 1 and 2.
Results
As predicted by FTT, the most common default strategy is to estimate all probabilities the same—including

the conjunctive and disjunctive probabilities (e.g., P(A)¼ 30%, P(B)¼ 30%, P(A and B)¼ 30%, P(A or

B)¼ 30%) because it eliminates nested hierarchical relationships among variables and simplifies the problem

space to one degree of freedom. This pattern of responding describes the joint probabilities associated with

two identical sets, such as water and H2O (participants also made the fewest errors on problems with identical

sets). In the absence of any intervention, 53% of participants exhibited this pattern of results on materials for

which the relationship between events was unknown, 69% exhibited this pattern with materials describing

identical sets, and 49% exhibited this pattern with materials describing subsets, for example, by giving the

same estimate for P(penguin) and P(bird). However, this ‘‘strategy’’ was rarely employed for problems

describing mutually exclusive sets (3%) or overlapping sets (6%). In these circumstances, estimating all the

same is inconsistent with the gist representation of the problem.

On nonsense materials problems for which the relationship among sets was unknown, analogies increased

both semantic coherence with the analogical relationship and the number of logical fallacies. Overall,

participants were significantly more likely to produce a pattern of estimates consistent with the analogy (e.g.,

roses—flowers) if they received the analogy than if they did not, with a per problem mean of .31 (SD¼ .26),

and a no-analogy per problem mean of .23 (SD¼ .17), F(1,133)¼ 4.01, p< .05. However, participants were

also more likely to commit logical fallacies after receiving an analogy, with a nonsense-problem mean of .26

(SD¼ .23) with an analogy, and a problem mean of .14 (SD¼ .24) without an analogy, F(1,133)¼ 10.23,

p< .002. The ‘‘default strategy’’ with nonsense materials of making all four estimates the same yields a low

rate of fallacies that is made worse by the analogies (presumably because analogies introduce greater

complexity leading participants to abandon the simple ‘‘all the same’’ strategy).

Turning to problems for which the relationship among sets is depicted in the problem statement, the data

were scrutinized for logical fallacies and semantic coherence using the same type of comprehensive

ANOVAs as in Experiment 2 with two between-subjects variables, table (table or no table) and analogy

(analogy or no analogy), and two within-subject variables, problem type (overlapping sets, subsets, mutually

exclusive sets and identical sets) and replication (the first or second instance of a particular kind of problem).
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Figure 4. Experiment 3 proportion of probability estimate patterns consistent with logical fallacies, identical sets,
mutually exclusive sets, subsets, overlapping sets, and inconsistent overlapping sets by problem type and the presence or

absence of 2� 2 tables and analogies
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Figure 4 depicts the proportion of estimates fitting each pattern (logical fallacy, identical sets, mutually

exclusive sets, subsets, overlapping sets, and inconsistent overlapping sets) for each problem type in each

condition (analogy and no analogy). Logical fallacies are represented by the darkest segments, and other non-

fallacious patterns of responding that are not coherent with the problem description are also shown in

Figure 4.

Once again, logical fallacies were significantly reduced by the 2� 2 table, F(1,135)¼ 5.33, p< .03.

Without the table, participants committed a mean of .40 (SD¼ .49) fallacies per problem, and with the 2� 2

table they committed a mean of .29 (SD¼ .46) fallacies per problem. There was no significant effect for

analogy F< 1, and the analogy by 2� 2 table interaction was also not significant.

There was also a significant main effect for problem type (set relationship), F(3,405)¼ 9.56, p< .0001

such that participants committed more fallacies on problems depicting overlapping sets. On problems

depicting identical sets there was a mean of .29 (SD¼ .45) fallacies per problem compared to problems using
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mutually exclusive sets with a mean of .31 (SD¼ .46), problems depicting subsets with a mean of .35

(SD¼ .48), and problems depicting overlapping sets with a mean of .50 (SD¼ .50) fallacies per problem.

There were no other significant main effects or interactions for fallacies.

Semantic coherence is represented in Figure 4 as a match between a participant’s pattern of estimates and

the relationship between sets described in the problem materials (identical sets matching with identical sets,

etc.). Considering semantic coherence, there was a significant main effect for 2� 2 table, F(1,135)¼ 7.26,

p< .008. Those without the 2� 2 table had a mean of .33 (SD¼ .47) semantically coherent responses per

problem and those who received the 2� 2 table had a mean of .45 (SD¼ .50) semantically coherent responses

per problem. There was a significant main effect for analogy, F(1,135)¼ 4.38, p< .04. Participants who did

not receive an analogy had a mean of .33 (SD¼ .47) semantically coherent patterns per problem and those

who received the analogy had a mean of .40 (SD¼ .49) semantically coherent responses. The 2� 2 table by

analogy interaction was not significant.

There was also a main effect for problem type, F(3,405)¼ 48.02, p< .0001. Participants were most

coherent on identical set problems and least coherent on problems depicting subsets. Participants had a mean

of .63 (SD¼ .48) semantically coherent patterns of response per identical set problem, .41 (SD¼ .49)

semantically coherent responses per mutually exclusive set problem, .16 (SD¼ .37) per subset problem, and

.26 (SD¼ .44) semantically coherent patterns per overlapping set problem. There were no other significant

main effects or interactions.
Discussion
As in the previous experiment, the 2� 2 table significantly reduced the number of fallacies and increased the

number of semantically coherent responses. Thus, the table intervention has a generally beneficial effect on

processing, even for the more stringent semantic coherence criterion. As in Experiment 2, analogies had no

effect on reducing fallacies, but again increased the number of semantically coherent responses, this time as a

main effect. This suggests that the effects of tables and analogies can be successfully combined, but there is

no evidence that the two approaches can be used together synergistically. These findings are consistent with

the interpretation that clarifying set semantics with analogies mainly affects gist representation rather than

reducing denominator neglect.

On problems for which the semantic relationship was unknown, the analogy intervention had the predicted

and paradoxical effect of increasing both responses consistent with the semantic content of the analogy and

logical fallacies. The ‘‘all-the-same strategy’’ seen with the nonsense materials produces an internally

consistent logically non-fallacious pattern of responses that does not correspond with a meaningful problem

representation. The default strategy is logically consistent but uninformative. As analogies produce a more

meaningful gist representation, the estimates of some participants are more likely to conform to that relation

among sets, but participants encouraged to abandon the default strategy, and replace it with more complex

processes, are more likely to produce logical fallacies.
GENERAL DISCUSSION

The main hypotheses were confirmed in three experiments, with two different interventions improving joint

probability estimation. According to FTT, logical fallacies in estimating joint probabilities are a product of

the suboptimal strategy of denominator neglect, that is, comparing numerators while ignoring the relevant

denominators (Reyna & Brainerd, 2008). Teaching people the use of the 2� 2 table was designed to reduce

denominator neglect, and this intervention was effective for all four problem types in both experiments in

which it was employed. It is worth noting that participants did not have to laboriously construct their

estimates with a table, or convert them to relative frequencies (Yamagishi, 2003). Indeed, it has been argued
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that frequency formats reduce errors only when they make class-inclusion relations transparent, but that

frequencies per se are neither necessary nor sufficient to achieve this result (e.g., Barbey & Sloman, 2007;

Evans, Handley Perham, Over, & Thompson, 2000; Reyna & Brainerd, 2008; Sloman, Over, Slovak, &

Stibel, 2003). Careful experimentation has also shown that denominator neglect is not attributable to

limitations in working memory capacity, (e.g., Brainerd & Reyna, 1990, 1995; Reyna, 1991) but rather to

confusion from nested classes. This mechanism for denominator neglect differs from Epstein’s (1994) and

was introduced independently by Brainerd and Reyna (1990).

Analogies that highlighted set relations were effective in all three experiments in increasing semantic

coherence. Specifically, the analogy manipulation had a significant main effect in Experiments 1 and 3, and

interacted significantly with the table manipulation in Experiment 2. In Experiment 2, the analogy-only

condition was significantly superior to the no-intervention control group. Analogies such as the ‘‘relationship

between penguins and birds is like the relationship between roses and flowers’’ helped people accurately

constrain their gist-based probability judgments to fit the appropriate set relations. These findings are

consistent with FTT’s principles about the role of gist representations in ‘‘class-inclusion’’ reasoning, such as

conjunctive and disjunctive probability judgment (e.g., Reyna, 1991; Reyna & Mills, 2007; Wolfe, 1995).

More generally, the effects of analogies support recent work emphasizing the importance of semantic

interpretation in probability judgments (e.g., McKenzie & Nelson, 2003; Medin, 1989). The table

significantly increased semantic coherence in both experiments in which it was used. The effect of the table

intervention is difficult to reconcile with the claim that logical fallacies are solely due to pragmatic or

linguistic factors because the pragmatic and linguistic implications of the problem information are the same

in the table and no table conditions.

An issue that was not resolved is the extent to which the analogies were effective because they provided

simpler examples of the relationships among sets. The classic literature on reasoning by analogy (Gick &

Holyoak, 1980; Gentner, 1983) suggests that analogies are typically used to capitalize on the structure of

something that is relatively well understood to help explain something unknown. In future research it may be

interesting to counterbalance the target and analog to help determine which characteristics of analogies

produce improvements in performance.

There were also differences among experiments. Table 2 presents mean logical fallacies and semantic

coherence by experimental condition in each of the three experiments. It can be seen that Experiment 1

participants produced many more fallacies than those in other experiments, and that Experiment 3

participants showed greater semantic coherence. Nonetheless, many of the same basic patterns hold up across

a diverse set of experimental formats. Perhaps some of the differences among experiments are attributable to

the different subject pools. Experiment 1 was conducted at a large public university in the Southwest.

Experiment 2 participants were interdisciplinary social systems students from a selective mid-sized

Midwestern university, and Experiment 3 was a Web-based experiment, with 25 participants reporting that

they held advanced degrees, and 24 whose highest level of education was high school or less. It is not

unreasonable to infer that the more subtle analogy intervention would have a larger effect on the group that

had lower baseline performance. In Experiment 3, the analogy intervention was more elaborate. This diverse
Table 2. Comparison across experiments for mean fallacies and semantic coherence in the presence or absence of 2� 2
tables and analogies

Exp.
Logical fallacies Semantic coherence

No table Table No analogy Analogy No table Table No analogy Analogy

E 1 N/A N/A .61 .43 N/A N/A .07 .18
E 2 .44 .24 .35 .34 .16 .19 .15 .20
E 3 .40 .29 .37 .36 .33 .45 .33 .40
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Table 3. Comparison across experiments of mean logical fallacies and semantic coherence by problem type in the no
intervention control group

Exp.
Logical fallacies Semantic coherence

Identical
sets

Mutually
exclusive sets Subsets

Overlapping
sets

Identical
sets

Mutually
exclusive sets Subsets

Overlapping
sets

E 1 .67 .48 .62 .69 .08 .12 .04 .02
E 2 .32 .45 .46 .68 .16 .20 .02 .04
E 3 .21 .43 .30 .54 .69 .30 .07 .03
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set of samples increases our confidence in the results that were replicated, but also increases the need for

caution in interpreting differences among experiments.

To facilitate comparisons among experiments, Table 3 presents the mean logical fallacies and

semantically coherent patterns of estimates for each problem type in each experiment, in the absence of any

intervention (analogy or 2� 2 table). The predicted order of increasing difficulty for fallacies and semantic

coherence was identical sets, mutually exclusive sets, subsets, and overlapping sets. Participants committed

more fallacies and exhibited very low semantic coherence on problems with the most complicated class

structure, overlapping sets, in all three experiments. Identical sets generally yielded relatively high semantic

coherence and fewer fallacies, although this pattern did not hold as strongly in Experiment 1. The

relationships among problem types, semantic coherence, and logical fallacies were not as clear-cut as

predicted. Nonetheless, as can be seen in Table 3, overlapping sets consistently produced a large number of

fallacies, and both subsets and overlapping sets consistently produced very low levels of semantic coherence.

The low level of semantic coherence without interventions is sobering. Little is known about the non-

fallacious patterns of estimation in most experiments on joint probability estimation. The results of these

three experiments suggest that most people who avoid logical fallacies are nonetheless producing estimate

patterns that are inconsistent with strict standard of semantic coherence, i.e., the relationship among sets

specified by the problem materials. By definition, mutually exclusive events should not co-occur. Yet over

one-third of all participants produced joint likelihood estimates inconsistent with this truism in the absence of

a pedagogic intervention. Although not ‘‘irrational’’ in the sense that it violates probability theory, this

performance is clearly suboptimal because it violates the semantics of mutual exclusivity, casting further

doubts on our basic competence in estimating probabilities.

In Experiment 1, there were more control group fallacies and fewer semantically coherent responses for

problems depicting identical sets than expected. This surprising result may be a language-related function of

the given-new contract (Grice, 1975). When confronted with a statement such as ‘‘what is the probability that

Katherine found three pennies or three cents’’ participants may expect subtle differences between cents and

pennies—even though most pilot and posttest participants endorsed the statement that three pennies is the

same as three cents.

Many of the non-fallacious patterns that were not semantically coherent with the problem materials

illustrate the theoretically predicted simplification of set relationships. As can be seen in Figures 1, 2, and 4,

participants often simplified subsets to identical sets. Making estimates as if the P(penguin)¼ P(bird) on the

problem in Appendix B is a way to simplify the problem space with a gist representation that will not lead to

fallacies. In some cases it may be a reasonable strategy in the context of a particular problem (if, for example,

one was positive that Bobby’s favorite animal could not be another kind of bird, such as a puffin). In a similar

vein, in Experiments 2 and 3 on overlapping set problems, analogies increased the pattern ‘‘inconsistent

overlapping sets’’ where the implied sum of P(A) and P(not A) do not equal 1.0 (see Figures 2 and 4, and see

Appendix A for the technical details of inconsistent overlapping sets). Inconsistent overlapping sets differ
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from consistent overlapping sets in that the marginal probabilities do not equal 1.0. For some participants,

overlapping sets were simplified to inconsistent overlapping sets, but the 2� 2 table was needed to

disentangle these classes and produce semantically coherent patterns. Little is known about the non-

fallacious patterns of estimation in classic studies of joint probability estimation because measures such as

semantic coherence were not obtained. More research is needed on non-fallacious joint probability

estimation, including simplification strategies.

It may be that some participants who received analogies without a 2� 2 table understood the gist of

overlapping sets, but were unable to translate that gist into a mathematically consistent constellation of

responses. It is relatively easy to express the gist of identical sets in terms that describe semantically coherent

estimation patterns (i.e., ‘‘all four estimates the same’’). This is also true for mutually exclusive sets (i.e.,

‘‘and is zero, or is the sum of both estimates’’) but it is more difficult to express the gist of subsets in terms that

describe semantically coherent patterns (e.g., ‘‘and is the same as the subset estimate, or is the same as the

superset estimate’’) and much more difficult to translate the gist of overlapping sets into words describing

semantically coherent (i.e., mathematically consistent) overlapping sets.

The successful analogy intervention demonstrates that intuitive gist-based probability estimation can

easily be improved. Qualitative changes in our intuitive understanding of a problem produce quantitative

improvements in the internal consistency of estimates. Our intuitive understanding of the relationship among

sets affects coherency, (Hammond, 2000) in this case, semantically coherent patterns of probability

estimates. FTT suggests that, in addition to teaching people statistical procedures for properly weighing and

combining probability estimates, we should also intervene to improve gist representation and reduce

processing interference caused by nested classes. Educators can apply practical interventions using these

FTT principles (Wolfe, 1993).

More generally, the concept of semantic coherence, and our approach to classifying patterns of estimates,

opens new avenues for exploration. Using integers between 0 and 100 per cent to make probability estimates,

there are over 100 million possible permutations of two probability estimates and their conjunctive and

disjunctive probabilities. This entire problem space can be reduced to six meaningful patterns: logical fallacy,

identical sets, mutually exclusive sets, subsets, overlapping sets, or inconsistent overlapping sets (see

Appendix A for technical details). Thus analyzing joint probability estimates in terms of semantic patterns

and semantic coherence helps us bring order to a wide range of behavior, revealing systematic patterns that

would otherwise go unnoticed.

Further research is needed to determine whether participant characteristics, such as domain-specific

knowledge (Adam & Reyna, 2005) or statistical training (Lloyd, Reyna, & Whalen, 2001) increase semantic

coherence. One hopes, for example, that physicians would readily recognize that ‘‘surgeries with

complications’’ is a subset of ‘‘surgeries,’’ and that their estimates of medical risk would exhibit appropriate

semantic coherence. However, research with medical experts (Reyna & Adam, 2003) suggests that reasoning

biases in medicine predicted by FTT are common. Theoretically motivated experimental manipulations such

as the use of Venn diagrams, priming set relations, and changes in problem wording may also influence

semantic coherence in estimating joint probabilities. It seems reasonable to hypothesize that priming the

meaning of set relations could be used to improve performance, and that individual differences are likely to

interact with this kind of intervention (Stanovich & West, 2000). Disentangling semantic coherence and

judgment fallacies, and evaluating their effects on important real-world outcomes, should be a goal of future

experimentation.
APPENDIX A: SEMANTIC COHERENCE

In estimating the conjunctive and disjunctive probabilities, four parameters can be estimated directly or

inferred: P(A and B), P(A not B), P(B not A) and P(not A not B). This set of nested probabilities can be greatly
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Table 4. 2� 2 table for joint probabilities

df¼ 3 P(A) P(not A)

P(B) I II
P(not B) III IV

For all joint probabilities, P(A)¼ Iþ III; P(B)¼ Iþ II; P(A AND B)¼ I; and P(A OR B)¼ Iþ IIþ III. For identical sets, II¼ 0, III¼ 0,
and df¼ 1. For mutually exclusive sets, I¼ 0, and df¼ 2. For subsets, II¼ 0, and df¼ 2. For overlapping sets, no cell values are given and
df¼ 3.
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simplified by knowing the relationship between the two sets: identical, mutually exclusive, subsets, or

overlapping sets. Knowledge of class relationships reduces the problem space. These nested probabilities are

presented in Table 4.

Concerning the relations among sets, logic, and probability theory dictate that for every m and n where m

� n and 0� m,n�1.0 if P(A)¼m and P(B)¼ n then 0 � P(A and B) � n and m � P(A or B) � mþ n. When A

and B are identical sets (e.g., water-H2O), P(A not B)¼ 0 and P(B not A)¼ 0. In this case, there is only one

degree of freedom and estimating P(A) determines all other estimates. However, both P(A and B) and P(A or

B) must be inferred from another estimate and are not suggested directly. When A and B are known to be

identical sets, for every m and n where m � n, if P(A)¼m and P(B)¼ n then P(A and B)¼ n and P(A or

B)¼ n (see Table 4).

Mutually exclusive sets are sets with no overlapping members (e.g., apples-oranges). In estimating the

joint probabilities of P(A), P(B), P(A and B), and P(A or B) there are two degrees of freedom. P(A and B)¼ 0

is suggested directly by the representation. One may apply arithmetic to determine the disjunctive

relationships as P(A or B)¼ P(A)þ P(B). When A and B are known to be mutually exclusive sets, for every m

and n where m � n, If P(A)¼m and P(B)¼ n then P(A and B)¼ 0 and P(A or B)¼mþ n (see Table 4).

With subsets (e.g., roses—flowers), as with mutually exclusive sets, there are logically two degrees of

freedom. However, both P(A and B) and P(A or B) must be inferred and are not suggested directly. When A

and B are known to be subsets, for every m and n where m � n, if P(A)¼m and P(B)¼ n then P(A and B)¼ n

and P(A or B)¼m (see Table 4).

Only in the case of overlapping sets (e.g., feminist-bank teller) are there three degrees of freedom. After

estimating P(A) and P(B), one must estimate P(A and B), P(A not B), and P(B not A). When A and B are

known to be overlapping sets, for every m and n where m � n if P(A)¼m and P(B)¼ n then 0< P(A and

B)< n and m< P(A OR B)<mþ n (see Table 4).

The set of four responses should be considered semantically coherent only when they completely match

the criteria. The constellation of four estimates P(A), P(B), P(A and B), and P(A or B) is consistent with the

semantic description ‘‘identical set’’ when: P(A)¼ P(B)¼ P(A and B)¼ P(A or B) 6¼ 0. (If all four estimates

are 0 then the relationship among sets is unknown. They can be considered identical with respect to the

problem context, i.e., the empty set. This was rare in the three experiments reported here.) The constellation

of four estimates is consistent with the semantic description ‘‘mutually exclusive sets’’ when: (i)

P(A)þ P(B)� 1.0; (ii) P(A)þ P(B)¼ P(A or B); and (iii) P(A or B)¼ 0. In cases where P(A) or P(B) and is 0

P(A and B)¼ 0 we categorized the pattern as mutually exclusive sets, which was rare in these three

experiments. The constellation of four estimates is consistent with the semantic description ‘‘subset’’ when

(in the case that A is a subset of B): (i) P(A)< P(B); (ii) P(A)¼ P(A and B); and (iii) P(B)¼ P(A or B).

In some cases, no first order fallacy has been committed but the marginal totals would not sum to one, i.e.,

P(A)þ P(not A) 6¼ 1.0. For example, one participant estimated P(A)¼ .3; P(B)¼ .3; P(A and B)¼ .15; P(A or

B)¼ .60. Either of the joint probability estimates is permissible by itself, but if P(A and B) is .15 then P(A or

B) should be .45, not .6. We did not classify this pattern of responses as a fallacy, though it is logically

incorrect. Rather, we label these instances ‘‘inconsistent overlapping sets.’’ Inconsistent overlapping sets
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occur when no logical fallacy has been committed but when P(A or B) 6¼ [P(A)—P(A and B)]þ P(A and

B)þ [P(B) – P(A and B)]. Put differently, in terms of Table 4, P(A or B) should be equal to cells Iþ IIþ III.

When no logical fallacy has been committed, but this is not the case, we consider it an inconsistent

overlapping set. Consistent overlapping sets were determined to be all remaining cases where the

constellation of four estimates P(A), P(B), P(A and B), and P(A or B) were found not to be fallacious, subsets,

identical sets, mutually exclusive sets, or cases where the marginal totals of P(A) plus P(not A) would fail to

sum to one.

There are three patterns of conjunctive fallacies and three patterns of disjunctive fallacies. Conjunction

fallacies are: (1) P(A and B)> P(A); (2) P(A and B)> P(B); and (3) P(A and B)< P(A)þ P(B) �1.0. The

following are disjunction errors: (1) P(A or B)< P(A); (2) P(A or B)< P(B); and (3) P(A or

B)> P(A)þ P(B). For example, if one estimates that P(A)¼ .9, and the P(B)¼ .9 then it would be

fallacious to estimate the P(A and B)¼ .5, a conjunction fallacy. If one estimated P(A)¼ .1 and P(B)¼ .1

then estimating the P(A or B)¼ .9 would be a disjunction fallacy. If any of these patterns was found, the

constellation of estimates was judged fallacious. In these experiments, P(A and B)< P(A)þ P(B) �1.0, i.e.,

conjunctive probability estimates that were too low, and P(A or B)> P(A)þ P(B), i.e., disjunctive probability

estimates that were too high, were rare.
APPENDIX B

A problem of subsets (penguins-birds) with an analogy and with 2T 2 table
Bobby was watching a program on PBS called ‘‘The Oceans.’’ Perhaps his favorite part of the show was about

Antarctica. He couldn’t help but smile as he watched his favorite animal.

Please rate the probability of each of these statements about the story above using a rating scale from 0%

(impossible) to 100% (completely certain).

Consider that the relationship between penguins and birds is like the relationship between roses and

flowers.

What is the probability that Bobby’s favorite animal is a penguin?

What is the probability that Bobby’s favorite animal is a bird?

What is the probability that Bobby’s favorite animal is a bird that is a penguin?

What is the probability that Bobby’s favorite animal is either a bird or a penguin?

Bobby was watching a program on PBS called ‘‘The Oceans.’’ Perhaps his favorite part of the show was

about Antarctica. He couldn’t help but smile as he watched his favorite animal.

Please rate the probability of each of these statements about the story above using a rating scale from 0%

(impossible) to 100% (completely certain).

What is the probability that Bobby’s favorite Antarctic animal is a penguin?

What is the probability that Bobby’s favorite Antarctic animal is a bird?

What is the probability that Bobby’s favorite Antarctic animal is a penguin that is a bird?

What is the probability that Bobby’s favorite Antarctic animal is either a penguin or a bird?
Copyright # 2009 John Wiley
Probability penguin
& Sons, Ltd.
Probability NOT penguin
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Sum column to 100%
Probability bird
 Probability both penguin
and bird¼
Probability bird but
not penguin¼
Probability bird¼
Probability NOT bird
 Probability penguin but
not bird¼
Probability neither penguin
nor bird¼
Probability NOT bird¼
Sum row to 100%
 Probability penguin¼
 Probability NOT penguin¼
 Total¼ 100%
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